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The purpose of the Department of Education Services (DES) review of Independent Public 
Schools (IPS) is to verify the commitments of the Delivery and Performance Agreement 
(DPA) have been met; that there are effective processes in place bringing about improved 
student learning. 

The DPA requires annual self-assessments of school performance, student improvement 
targets and priorities as detailed in the school’s business plan. The school’s critical  
self-assessment conclusions of the extent to which the business plan has been enacted, 
student achievement improved and the success of strategies implemented are at the core of 
the DES review process, which seeks to verify the claimed improvements to student learning 
and effectiveness of processes used. 

 Information principals should provide to the Department of Education Services 

At least four working weeks prior to the IPS review visit the principal sends to DES three 
copies of the self-review information (pdf format preferred), with each copy on a separate, 
clearly labelled and navigable* USB, comprising: 

• an overview of the school self-review process 
• a clear, concise summary of the school self-review conclusions and evidentiary data 

relating to: 
 key contextual factors influencing student learning; e.g., staff turnover; subject availability; 

student enrolment and attendance 
 the extent to which the elements of the Business Plan, Teaching and Learning, Student 

Performance Monitoring, Program Delivery, Resourcing and Support, and School Board 
sections of the DPA have been met 

 the extent to which targets of the business plan have been met 

• a copy of the signed DPA; business plan; workforce plan overview; last three annual reports 
• board minutes for the past three years 

• organisational structure 
• subsequent review only—how the school and board have responded to recommendations 

made in the first findings report and the effectiveness of the response 

• analysis of cluster effectiveness (where applicable). 
 

 

* “Navigable” means the documents on the USBs should be easy for 
reviewers to locate, open and read. They should be clearly labelled with 
short file names and placed into relevant folders. It is important to ensure 
there are no more than two sub-folders within each folder.  
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 Information not required 

• financial information 

• reference to compliance and system requirements sections of the DPA  
• video files 

• data which identifies individual students (no names or initials) 
• data to which we already have access, e.g., Schools Online data (including some aspects of 

the SPMS); ACARA data; SCSA ATAR/VET data or other information in the public arena such 
as the school website. 

 Information to be made available at the school during the visit 

One hard copy file containing the information you have submitted to DES, for reviewers to refer to 
during the visit. The file should have clearly labelled sections and no plastic sleeves. 

 Submission of school review documentation 

by mail to the following post office box via a tracked, secure postal service: 

IPS Review 
Department of Education Services 
PO Box 1766 
OSBORNE PARK DC WA 6916 

or 
hand-delivered to the following address between the hours of 8.30am and 4.30pm: 

IPS Review 
Education Regulation Directorate 
Department of Education Services 
Level 9, 20 Walters Drive 
OSBORNE PARK WA 6017 
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